[Knowledge and application level of the Ramsay Scale by Mexican nurses specialized in intensive care].
Among the intensive care specialized nursing staff, knowing the sedation level of the patient under their responsibility is of crucial importance. The present study evaluated the knowledge that nurses specialized in intensive care (NSIC) have on the Ramsay Scale (RS) and the way in which they apply it. Those personnel who were developing their activity in the intensive care units (ICU) of four public hospitals of the cities of Merida, Yucatan, Mexico were enrolled during May 2003. The information was obtained by applying an expressly designed questionnaire that contained both demographic endpoints (age, years of experience as NSIC and type of ICU) and those related with the RS (clinical components that it evaluates, operative definitions, frequency of use per week or day). 95% (95% CI) confidence intervals were applied and odds ratio (OR) was used to determined the likelihood of the event. Of the 60 nurses interviewed, 75% did not know the RS. Age was a significant factor associated with its knowledge, since 11 of 23 with an age equal to or less than 38 years (47.8%) and 4 of 37 over 38 years (10.8%) knew what it evaluated (OR of 4 for the group of lower age, 95% CI 1.5 to 12.3, p = 0.002). Of 15 NSIC who knew what it evaluated, 9 (60%) also knew its operative definitions, and stated that they applied it adequately per day. In this sample, there is an elevated percentage of NSIC who did not know the RS. Age was the factor associated with lack of knowledge.